
10 Week Skating Program 
 
Time Structure 
0-8: the start of each session will be dedicated to proper skating posture 
8-18: power skate 
18-40 (or 18-50, depending on full hour sheet): stations, reiterating the focus of the power 
skate (focus of the session) 
4-50 (50-60): skating games 
 
Focus: to teach the proper hockey skating technique and maximize the performance of each 
player. Each week, the players will be challenged to learn and apply the concepts of each 
session. We will start with building our skating foundation and progress to evasive skating 
techniques with pucks. It’s important that each player attends with an open mind and an 
enthusiasm to learn. 
 
Week 1 
Linear Stride 

- Focus on knee bend, ankle flex, pressure on balls of feet, upper body tilt 
- Full extension to the side (no toe flick) 
- Recover leg under body in a U shape 
- Head and shoulders stay square up ice, no movement. 
- Modified side to side arm swing (in control) 

*Objective- fine tune the fundamentals, have every player understand their perfect stride 
 
Week 2 
Cross Over Stride 

- Focus on knee bend and angle in relation to the ice on outside edge. Must master 
outside edge before a proper x over can be executed. 

- Head and hands lead a turn (think twirling a piece of string) 
- Head, shoulders, hips, knees and toes through first on cross 
- Don't allow players to x over heal first, get players forward on the balls of their feet, toe 

through first. 
*Objective- edge efficiency on crossovers and speed development, how to attack! 
 
Week 3 
Transitions Progression 

- Staying level not hopping. 
- Outside edge efficiency 
- Mohawk development 
- Heal to heal when transitioning from backwards to forwards 
- Open hip heal to heal when transferring from Forwards to backwards 

*Objective- transition smooth and with pace. 
 
Week 4 



2 and 10 Progression(Mohawks) 
- 3 cones with out stick 
- open and close the book 
- cones in a line- hip switch 
- circle/ rocker 
- circle open and close the book 
- *Objective- getting comfortable sitting in your Mohawk. Learn how to and when to use 

your Mohawk to be deceptive and protect the puck 
 
Week 5 
Backward Skating Development 

- Weight shifts 
- Body control 
- Crossovers 
- Starts 
- Transitions 

*Objective- to have each player skating backwards smoothly and fluently. 
 
Week 6 

- Turns - Puck Protection Progression 
- opposite weight shift 
- proper balance, knee bend and shoulders 
- arm positioning when handling and not handling a puck 
- getting in and out of turns quickly 
- proper use of edges 

*Objective- have each player grasp edge concepts and learn how to maintain their speed in and 
out of turns. 
 
Week 7 
Shooting in stride 

- the goalies are getting bigger and more technical, its important that each player learns 
how to be a deceptive shoot and hide their release. Shooting in stride is the best way to 
do it! 

- “Twitch and Switch”- shot release and hip switch 
- fix release points 
- proper skate angles 
- deception while skating 

*Objective- have each player grasp hip switch/ release technique and hide their shot by 
shooting in stride 
 
Week 8 
Deceptive Skating, Punch Turn and Fake 

- Punch Stop 
- Punch fake 



- Apply punch techniques to drills 
- Learn how to apply each technique into a game situation 

*Objective- Practice to game transfer, have each player master the deceptive techniques to 
transfer to a game right away 

 
Week 9 
Evasive Skating Development 

- Blending the concepts learned weeks 1- 8 
- Create time and space, work on weigh shifts, and deception 
- Learn how to manipulate defenders with the puck 
- Skating combos 

*Objective- have each player learn the concepts of weight shifts, creating time and space and 
manipulation/decepetion 
 
Week 10 
Over speed and Agility 

- Work on generating speed through the three zones 
- First 3 steps 
- Starts and stops 
- Crossover starts and stops 
- Speed change 
- Evasive skating continued 

*Objective- maximize each player output in their skating. Focusing on technique and efficiency. 
 
 

 
 
 


